Dear valued customer,

Everyone has a different idea of what a home is. Some are formal; some are grand. Some are casual and cozy. And for others, a home is a place where your unique personality and style define the very moment of being.

At Scandinavia, we’re here to help you realize that those very moments can create a lifetime of enjoyment and satisfaction. Because a home, like any other environment, plays an important role in your emotional and physical well-being.

With over 30,000 square feet of home and office showrooms, our selection of furniture and accoutrement represents the most exciting and provocative pieces available today. From euro-styled beds and wardrobe centers to the best in ergonomic seating, we bring you exciting new possibilities! Everything for your dining room and your home theater, your office to the kids’ rooms, we’ll keep you inspired with items you don’t see at just any store. Our professional staff is here to make your experience with us one of imagination and fulfillment.

For over 28 years, we’ve offered the latest in international interiors for your residence and office. Furniture that is not only comfortable and stylish, but designs that have a strong following and reputation for innovation and functionality from the best designers and manufacturers throughout the world.

We invite you to experience “the way to live” and look forward to welcoming you to Scandinavia!

Greg Hoffman
Owner/President
Console Table - Design meets functionality to make a welcoming statement in this console table. Discreet hide-away drawer holds keys and other small items. Created with exquisite craftsmanship in steamed beech and Seltz' own unique 'fusioned' Antigua art glass that begs to be touched. Finish the look with matching Oval Mirror on steamed beech plaque. All expertly crafted by Seltz.

Liberty Sideboard - Steamed beech and Antigua art glass are combined in this roomy, elegant sideboard. Super-smooth sliding doors are flush when closed and travel magically at the touch of a finger. Inlaid Antigua art glass bowl on top.

Amadeus Dining Chair - Hand-crafted and finished solid wood chair in steamed beech. Available with sculpted solid wood or upholstered seat in a wealth of colors.

Antigua Dining Table - Antigua art glass top slides back to reveal ingenious built-in wood extension leaf – all in an elegant sweeping design. Exquisite craftsmanship, solid wood steamed beech. Produced by Seltz.
Wardrobe wonderful

▲▼ Plurimo Wardrobe Wall - Striking, elegant and beautifully simple design that can be custom fitted to your space. This wall of art slides open to reveal your wardrobe! Equally functional in the living room or office. Choose from sliding or hanging doors. Available in many finishes or wood, lacquers or glass. Ask us for more details. Crafted in Italy by Jesse.
Serene Luna

▲ Luna Bedroom - The smooth curve of the headboard is echoed throughout the pieces of the Luna Bedroom Collection. The simple elegance of the lines creates an air of Zen-like calm that is sure to make your area of rest a serene experience. Dressers feature recessed handles and drawers on sturdy metal glides. Choose from dressers in several sizes and 2 heights. Also available: nightstands, matching mirror, and beds in Queen and King sizes. Finish in espresso, cherry and dark cherry. Expertly crafted in Canada by Mobican.
Natuzzi is the pursuit of beauty and quality, the harmony of forms, materials and colors with the possibility of personalizing every choice in the creation of your living room. Please visit us to experience Natuzzi comfort first-hand.

1. Nicolaus - Contemporary and roomy, Nicolaus features high and wide armrests and adjustable backrest. Several modular sections will let you tailor the look to your home.

2. Rondo - Modular and full of details, Rondo features a uniquely elegant and functional solution for your home seating while combining comfort with style.

3. Dallas - Worked entirely with double stitching, Dallas also features armrests wrapped by a soft leather mattress and high backrest with built-in headrest.

4. Metropole - Covered in natural Armstrong leather, the Metropole features an ample chaise lounge, large seat cushions and backrest, and elegant design.
Natuzzi is the pursuit of beauty and quality, the harmony of forms, materials and colors with the possibility of personalizing every choice in the creation of your living room. Please visit us to experience Natuzzi comfort first-hand.

1. Nicolaus - Contemporary and roomy, Nicolaus features high and wide armrests and adjustable backrest. Several modular sections will let you tailor the look to your home.

2. Rondo - Modular and full of details, Rondo features a uniquely elegant and functional solution for your home seating while combining comfort with style.

3. Dallas - Worked entirely with double stitching, Dallas also features armrests wrapped by a soft leather mattress and high backrest with built-in headrest.

4. Metropole - Covered in natural Armstrong leather, the Metropole features an ample chaise lounge, large seat cushions and backrest, and elegant design.
**Space** - Ergonomically designed seating system with modular functionality - perfect for the ultimate relaxation center. Leather upholstery in a wide range of choices. By Ekornes.

**Tampa Stressless recliner** - Provides full lumbar support for optimal comfort. Shift automatically to any seating position by simply using your body weight. Choose the Reno or Vegas for the same design in additional sizes. Wide range of leather upholstery choices available.

**Paradise** - Design your own relaxation area with this modular seating system. Several types of leather, fabric and wood to choose from. Shown here in cherry leather. By Ekornes.

**Jazz Stressless recliner** - Sleek, stylish design that provides full lumbar support for optimal comfort. Shift automatically to any seating position by simply using your body weight. Wide range of leather upholstery choices available.

At Ekornes, they understand how important it is that you get the ultimate level of comfort from your home seating system. That is why their sofas, loveseats and recliners are all ergonomically designed. Stressless® recliners are even available in two or three sizes – for a personalized fit.

**Comfort counts!**

Come in and visit our Stressless® gallery for a first-hand try at Stressless® living.
Space - Ergonomically designed seating system with modular functionality – perfect for the ultimate relaxation center. Leather upholstery in a wide range of choices. By Ekornes.

Tampa Stressless recliner - Provides full lumbar support for optimal comfort. Shift automatically to any seating position by simply using your body weight. Choose the Reno or Vegas for the same design in additional sizes. Wide range of leather upholstery choices available.

Paradise - Design your own relaxation area with this modular seating system. Several types of leather, fabric and wood to choose from. Shown here in cherry leather. By Ekornes.

Jazz Stressless recliner - Sleek, stylish design that provides full lumbar support for optimal comfort. Shift automatically to any seating position by simply using your body weight. Wide range of leather upholstery choices available.

Comfort counts!

At Ekornes, they understand how important it is that you get the ultimate level of comfort from your home seating system. That is why their sofas, loveseats and recliners are all ergonomically designed. Stressless® recliners are even available in two or three sizes – for a personalized fit.

Spirit Stressless recliner - Ergonomically designed with Ekornes’ unique Stressless glide system that automatically adjusts to your body weight. Many leather upholstery choices.

Come in and visit our Stressless® gallery for a first-hand try at Stressless® living.
Neo Sideboard - Perfect match for the Neo dining table. Finish in white gloss with nickel-painted legs.

Neo End Table - Practical, appealing and utterly modern design. Finish in white gloss with sleek black accent. Nickel-painted legs. The Neo collection includes end, coffee and dining tables plus sideboard. All by Actona Company.


Neo Sideboard - Perfect match for the Neo dining table. Finish in white gloss with nickel-painted legs.

Neo Dining Table - Elegant and simple. Finish in white gloss with black accent. Nickel-painted legs.

Metro Chair - Comfortable, elegant chair with decorative stitching on back. Choose with or without armrests. Model with armrests includes lean-back function. By Actona Company.

Elegant black & white
**Tall cabinet** - Make a statement with this display cabinet in mixed metals with lacquer finish. 22"W x 15"D x 7"H. By Artmax.

**Cabinet** - Functional art that promises years of enjoyment and use. Mixed materials with lacquer finish. Choose the matching mirror to complete the look. Mirror: 42"W x 48"H Cabinet: 61"W x 20"D x 34.5"H. By Artmax.

**Column Chest** - Mixed materials are artfully combined to create this functional design. By Artmax.

**Vases** - The sensuous curves of these vases stand alone beautifully, but also offer the practical function of displaying flowers. 52" or 62" high. By Artmax.

**Etagere** - Display your collectibles in this striking design. Built-in halogen lighting. 18"W x 18"D x 79"H. By Artmax.

**Art & function combined**
Sit well, low or high!

- **Furton Seating** - Multifunctional seating that allows you to put together your relaxation area to suit your needs. Thick armrests and generous seat cushions ensure total comfort. Choose from 3-seater, 2-seater or armless chair.

- **Elipse Stool** - Chrome base and support, white leather upholstery
- **Strata Stool** - Chrome frame with leather seat and back
- **Elva Stool** - White leather upholstery with chrome base and support
**Sleek and wavy**

- **Ocean sideboard** - Voluptuous waves create a feeling of movement while showing off the beauty of the wood grain. Top quality craftsmanship. Choose from cherry, wengé stain, oak veneer, or walnut veneer. Also available as a tall cabinet. By Dan Form.

- **Sam barstool** - Echoes the design of the Ben barstool with the addition of a backrest. Height adjustable on chrome base. Choose from brown black or white leather upholstery. By Dan Form.

- **Ben barstool** - Sleek design with a crisp, clean look. Height adjustable on chrome base. Choose from black, white or brown leather. By Dan Form.

- **Snake chaise lounger** - This smooth, sweeping design invites you to relax, yet stands alone as a functional sculpture. Leather upholstery over a polished chrome swivel base. Choose from white, black or brown leather. By Dan Form.
**Elegant Dining** - The SM19 table has an easy-to-operate, patented extension leaf system. Ergonomic SM66 chairs with upholstery in fabric or leather. Matching sideboard SM504 completes the ensemble. Choose from wengé, cherry, rosewood, maple, beech and oak. All by Skovby.

Specializing in dining furniture with several world-patented designs, Skovby produces the essence of elegance in all of their top-quality models. Come in and check out our selection.

**SM101** - Ingeniously designed multifunctional table that compacts to a discreet cabinet when not in use. Ideal for smaller spaces. Features include built-in storage and steel inlay on top—no need of hot plates! Fits equally well in the office and kitchen. Choose from cherry, wengé, walnut, maple, beech and oak. By Skovby.

**TV HIFI/Lowboard SM87** - Hides your electronics while showing off your TV. The ingenious remote link lets you control all of your AV components without opening the front. Available in 2 sizes in wengé, cherry, walnut, beech and oak. By Skovby.

**Seat a crowd!** - The amazing SM24 Dining Table extends to comfortably accommodate a crowd of 20. SM51 Chairs feature a flexible back for extra comfort. SM88 Sideboard has room for all of your storage needs. Choose from cherry, wengé, walnut, maple, beech and teak. By Skovby.

**Multifunctional mix and match**

- **SM51**
- **SM66**
- **SM51**
- **SM64**

**SM32 Round Dining Table** - extends magically and smoothly with built-in leaves in the base. The patented design features easy-touch extension. Choose from wengé, cherry, rosewood, walnut, maple, beech and oak. By Skovby.
**Elegant Dining** - The SM19 table has an easy-to-operate, patented extension leaf system. Ergonomic SM66 chairs with upholstery in fabric or leather. Matching sideboard SM504 completes the ensemble. Choose from wengé, cherry, rosewood, maple, beech and oak. All by Skovby.

**SM101** - Ingeniously designed multifunctional table that compacts to a discreet cabinet when not in use. Ideal for smaller spaces. Features include built-in storage and steel inlay on top—no need of hot plates! Fits equally well in the office and kitchen. Choose from cherry, wengé, walnut, maple, beech and oak. By Skovby.

**TV HIFI/Lowboard SM87** - Hides your electronics while showing off your TV. The ingenious remote link lets you control all of your AV components without opening the front. Available in 2 sizes in wengé, cherry, walnut, beech and oak. By Skovby.

**Seat a crowd!** - The amazing SM24 Dining Table extends to comfortably accommodate a crowd of 20. SM51 Chairs feature a flexible back for extra comfort. SM88 Sideboard has room for all of your storage needs. Choose from cherry, wengé, walnut, maple, beech and teak. By Skovby.

---

**Multifunctional mix and match**

- **SM51**
- **SM66**
- **SM32**
- **SM101**
- **SM64**

**SM32 Round Dining Table** - extends magically and smoothly with built-in leaves in the base. The patented design features easy-touch extension. Choose from wengé, cherry, rosewood, walnut, maple, beech and oak. By Skovby.

Specializing in dining furniture with several world-patented designs, Skovby produces the essence of elegance in all of their top-quality models. Come in and check out our selection.
**Bedrooms for all ages**

**Camizion** - Complete bedroom series with several bed sizes, nightstands, dressers in several sizes and matching mirror. Finish in cherry with alu-grey detailing. By Tvilum-Scanbirk.

**Manhattan** - Made for the whole family, the Manhattan series includes beds in several sizes. Also available: built-in storage drawer in the bed, a selection of dresser sizes and nightstands – even a complete desk set-up for the teen room. Modular units allow you to custom-fit your bedroom. Finish in coffee. By Tvilum-Scanbirk.

**Alicante** - Complete bedroom series that includes nightstand, double dresser and chest of drawers. All drawers on metal runners. Available in Queen size with coffee finish. By Tvilum-Scanbirk.

**Manhattan** - Teen bed, nightstand, dressers and desk with hutch in coffee.

**Manhattan** - Trundle bed is available for teen bed size.
Bedrooms for all ages

▲ Manhattan - Teen bed, nightstand, dressers and desk with hutch in coffee.
▲ Manhattan - Trundle bed is available for teen bed size.
▲ Camizion - Complete bedroom series with several bed sizes, nightstands, dressers in several sizes and matching mirror. Finish in cherry with alu-grey detailing. By Tvilum-Scanbirk.
▲ Manhattan - Made for the whole family, the Manhattan series includes beds in several sizes. Also available: built-in storage drawer in the bed, a selection of dresser sizes and nightstands – even a complete desk set-up for the teen room. Modular units allow you to custom-fit your bedroom. Finish in coffee. By Tvilum-Scanbirk.
▲ Alicante - Complete bedroom series that includes nightstand, double dresser and chest of drawers. All drawers on metal runners. Available in Queen size with coffee finish. By Tvilum-Scanbirk.
If you’re looking for class and sophistication with a touch of fun, the Pasadena Collection from Tera Grove fills the bill. The rich espresso finish and contemporary details are accentuated by the beautifully curved lines and brushed nickel detailing.

Matching chests, dressers and nightstands feature deep, roomy drawers on full-extension, heavy duty drawer glides.

Beds are available in Queen, King and California King with euro-style mattress foundation, eliminating the need for a mattress box.
Lounging in style

► UFO Lounger - Sprawl out and enjoy life in this oasis of relaxation! The design offers total comfort for a single user, but there’s also room to curl up with a loved one. Available in a range of fine Italian leathers or a wealth of luxurious fabrics.

► Atlantic Multi-functional Bedroom - The Atlantic offers truly innovative design that is as functional as it is fashionable. Headboards can easily be positioned to your needs. The bed is available in a range of fine Italian leathers or luxurious fabrics. The Dresser – both functional and sculptural – easily transforms to the look you like best.

► Chubby Seater - Cozy, comfortable, and a statement for your home, the loveable Chubby is produced with ultra-sturdy layered bamboo in a smooth sweeping design that begs to be curled up in and enjoyed.

► Orbit Lounger - Escape into your own world with the Orbit Lounger – perfect for relaxing, work, cozy conversation, or cat-napping. Positionable backrests and table make the Orbit perfectly multifunctional. Available with several upholstery choices.
Real slate

- **Slate Tables** - The distinct, vibrant colors in these slate tables reveal their genuine origin – South Africa. The uneven textures and varied color patterns are trademarks of authenticity. Available as lamp, coffee or console table. By Slate Vision.

Slate is a composite, sedimentary stone and is about 200 million years old. All tables from Slate Vision are treated with an acid catalyst lacquer for extra protection.

Real crocodile leather

- **Croc Collection** - Choose from dining chair, counter or bar stool. Upholstered with genuine crocodile leather. Available in black and white.

Como Bed - Comfy and inviting, the Como offers extras such as built-in storage box and all-over padded platform. Sturdy slats ensure perfect comfort. Sizes in Queen and King. Upholstered in all-over easy-care leather look in white or wengé.

Pesaro Bed - It’s almost too gorgeous for the bedroom! Round meets square in this fabulous bed that begs to be enjoyed as an oasis of comfort. Choose from Queen or King. All-over easy-care leather-look upholstery in white.

Real sleek
Real slate

- Slate Tables - The distinct, vibrant colors in these slate tables reveal their genuine origin – South Africa. The uneven textures and varied color patterns are trademarks of authenticity. Available as lamp, coffee or console table. By Slate Vision.

Slate is a composite, sedimentary stone and is about 200 million years old. All tables from Slate Vision are treated with an acid catalyst lacquer for extra protection.

Real crocodile leather

- Croc Collection - Choose from dining chair, counter or bar stool. Upholstered with genuine crocodile leather. Available in black and white.
Counter dining

Round Counter Dining - Exclusive and practical dining that looks great. The 203 Table is made from travertine with a solid center column and round top. Barstools feature 26” seat height, upholstered seat and back in mustard gold fabric, and wood trim in espresso. The Alexandria Buffet in espresso wood base features a travertine top with bull nose edge.

Square Counter Dining - Table features a travertine top with bull nose edge over espresso wood frame and legs. Matching Chairs with upholstered seats and backs in chocolate brown.
Paris Sectional - Ultra modern design with room for the entire family. Matching ottoman available - with all-over sumptuous leather upholstery.

Geneva Seaters - Available as love-seat and 3-seater sofa. Both designs feature adjustable headrests and low, wide armrests with integrated cushion. All-over soft leather upholstery.

Brussels Sofa - Comfort and class rolled into one! A sculpted armrest and softly rounded lines make a design statement that looks great from all sides, due to the all-over leather upholstery.

Swivel Chair - Great seating comfort in a sleek design with all-over leather upholstery. Available in red, white, black, and sienna.

Sonny Chair - This fabulous seater promises years of comfortable use while looking great. Sturdy, round, brushed steel base and all-over leather upholstery.
**Tiffany Buffet** - A unique, crackled glass top floats atop the stunning Tiffany buffet. Finish in dark walnut. By Star Furniture.

**Tiffany Dining Table** - Bold legs in dark walnut finish are the cornerstones of this exciting design. The raised top in crackled glass provides a dramatic setting. Seats 6-8 persons. **Nancy Chair** in red, cream or brown. Matching bar and counter stools are also available. By Star Furniture.


**Eva Dining Chair** - Comfortable dining chair with elegant wood top and legs with dark walnut finish. White fabric upholstery. Matching bar and counter stools are also available. By Star Furniture.
Dublin Sideboard - Elegant, clean lines and practical functionality is what the Dublin Sideboard offers. Stainless steel legs support a black MDF frame with black tempered glass top. The front offers 4 gray, tempered glass doors mounted in nickel-plated frames. Design by GFI.

London Dining Table - extends to a full 111". The sturdy, 1/2" thick tempered glass top rests upon a polished, stainless steel frame. Available with 2 built-in extension leaves. Design by GFI.

Daytona Chair - Smooth, solid comfort with style and subtle grace, the Daytona offers a fully-upholstered leather surface over a sturdy metal frame. Choose from black, red, white or brown. Design by GFI.

Panama Chair
Simply elegant! Sturdy stainless steel frame, gently curved backrests and microfiber upholstery in black, red, gray or taupe. Design by GFI.

Tracy Table Series
Sleek and classy, the Tracy series is available with a cherry or wenge base and 3/8" clear glass top and shelf. Design by GFI.
INTERNATIONAL LIFESTYLE | INTERIORS

**4000 Office** - Outfit your office executive style and down to the last detail with this complete and modular system. Features include desks in several sizes and shapes, corner units, hutches, bookcases, pedestals, and filing solutions. Available in cherry and maple.

**3000 Office** - Complete modular office system in high quality, understated elegance that lets you tailor to your personal needs and allows for additions. There are even meeting tables to match. All Jesper Office products are made with real wood veneer. The 3000 system is available in cherry, maple or lacquer.

**PlusOne Office** - Create a custom office solution to fit your needs with interchangeable components. Start with a few key pieces and add storage or work surfaces as your business grows. Configure to fit any size space with exceptional comfort, quality and functionality. Features include distinctive European wood veneer inlays. Choose from cherry or espresso finish. By Jesper Office.

**2000 Office** - Design a library or office to fit your needs, in a corner, along a wall or any dimension you like. Additional components like wood and glass doors or crown molding available. Choose from cherry and espresso finish. By Jesper Office.

**2000 Entertainment** - Design your own entertainment wall that doubles as storage or display wall. High quality, European construction provides optimum load-bearing performance and lifetime stability. Modular design allows you to add or subtract a section for a new look. Choose from cherry and espresso finish. By Jesper Office.

Office design by you
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4000 Office - Outfit your office executive style and down to the last detail with this complete and modular system. Features include desks in several sizes and shapes, corner units, hutches, bookcases, pedestals, and filing solutions. Available in cherry and maple.

3000 Office - Complete modular office system in high quality, understated elegance that lets you tailor to your personal needs and allows for additions. There are even meeting tables to match. All Jesper Office products are made with real wood veneer. The 3000 system is available in cherry, maple or black.

PlusOne Office - Create a custom office solution to fit your needs with interchangeable components. Start with a few key pieces and add storage or work surfaces as your business grows. Configure to fit any size space with exceptional comfort, quality and functionality. Features include distinctive European wood veneer inlays. Choose from cherry or espresso finish. By Jesper Office.

2000 Office - design a library or office to fit your needs, in a corner, along a wall or any dimension you like. Accessories like wood and glass doors or crown molding available. Choose from cherry and espresso finish. By Jesper Office.

Office design by you

2000 Entertainment - Design your own entertainment wall that doubles as storage or display wall. High quality, European construction provides optimum load-bearing performance and lifetime stability. Modular design allows you to add or subtract a section for a new look. Choose from cherry and espresso finish. By Jesper Office.
Ultimate luxury is yours with this top-of-the-line bedroom series in teak with refined detailing in every piece.

Features include dovetail joints, ultra-smooth running drawers, and a silky, hand-rubbed oil finish that fully enhances the natural beauty of the wood.

Beds have optional hidden storage drawers—perfect for extra bedding. Choose from Queen, King, and California King sizes.

Additional pieces include low and high dressers, nightstands, gentleman’s chest and matching mirror—each expertly crafted to stand the test of time. By Tørring.
The warmth of wood

**81-Series bedroom**
Outfit your entire bedroom with this classic Scandinavian design. The 81-Series bedroom suite is produced using the finest materials and craftsmanship. Includes a generous selection of matching casing solutions and mirror to complete the look. Choose from teak or natural cherry.

**BL-27/2 Solid dining table** - includes 2 self-storing extension leaves. Available in teak and natural cherry.

**JM-501 Secretary** - roll top desk with black leather surface. Stylish home office with 5 stationery drawers and file cabinet. Available in teak and natural cherry.

**BL-10 Chair** - comfortable and elegant solid dining chair. With or without armrests in teak and natural cherry.

All by Sun Cabinet.
Lighting trends

Trend Lighting has been in the business of producing top-quality, innovative lighting products for nearly 30 years. Here is a selection of the Trend lamps and lighting solutions we carry.

1. TT5735 Levelle Table Lamp w/cream country linen shade and antique bronze finish • 2. TT5090 Fusion Table Lamp white alabaster glass w/clear fused accent (also available as floor lamp) • 3. TT7950 Luminous Table Lamp w/brushed nickel finish • 4. TT4000-26 Wave II Table Lamp w/ horizontal crystal pleat shade and polished chrome finish • 5. TT6260 Equinox Table Lamp w/brushed nickel base • 6. TT3401 Sol Table Lamp w/ white shantung shade and ebony lacquer finish • 7. TF5755 Sinatra II Floor Lamp w/dark Walnut/brushed nickel finish • 8. TF735-31 Discus Torchiere w/glass shade and brushed steel finish.
100% Italian, 100% quality

▲ Stromboli Dining Ensemble - Features a striking ebony high gloss finish. The series consists of dining table (with 2 leaves included), buffet with 2 shelves and cutlery drawer, curio cabinet with built-in halogen lighting, and wood-back chairs with micro-fiber upholstery.

▼ Asti Bedroom - Stark, clean lines and a high-gloss white finish create the perfect surroundings for a soothing rest area. The series includes nightstands, two dresser sizes and matching mirror. Beds in Queen, King and California King.
Your wall just got classier

Genuine paints, heavy textures, gels, crackle, foils, sand, decoupage paper, tissue and other unique surface materials are all used in the original, hand-painted art that is offered by Artists Guild of America. Every piece is signed by the studio artist.

- Primary
- Duotone I
- Objekt I-IV
- Earthen Bubble
- Aura II
- Ecstasy
- Felicity
- Serenity
**Drop tables** - Tempered glass inset top and satin nickel steel legs with espresso finish. Available as coffee, console and end table. By BDI.

**Avion** - Features include hidden wheels and levelers, sliding back panel for convenient access to cables and connections, flow-through ventilation, compartments for media storage and more. Several models to choose from for TVs up to 70". Finish: natural stained cherry or espresso on oak. By BDI.

**Links Mirror** - one is cool, but string a few together for instant wall art that reflects your home beautifully.

**Eileen shelves** - features include leveling feet, grey-tinted, tempered glass shelves and wall-protecting bumpers. Uses only 16" of floor space away from the wall. Includes special hardware to attach to the wall for safety. Choose from espresso on oak, natural stained cherry, or slate finish on oak. By BDI.

**Fin** - Unique, fin-shaped coffee table creates a stable platform that allows lower shelf to be revealed or hidden. Tempered glass and espresso finish. Also available as end table. By BDI.

**Revo** - Ideal for small spaces or the bedroom. Features include room for 4 or more components, flow-through ventilation, removable back panel, cable management, and rotating base. TV Size: up to 37" Flat Panel TV. Finish in espresso on oak or natural stained cherry. By BDI.

Scandinavia, Inc. 2008/2009
► **600 Series** - This modular series offers desks, hutches, credenzas and bookcases in sizes and variations enough to tailor your office to your specific needs, whether you’re looking for a small corner set-up or “the works”. Features include pull-out keyboard tray, lockable drawers, adjustable shelves and more. Finish in cherry, maple and coffee. By Tvilum-Scanbirk.

► **600 Series** - Corner desk with hutch and credenza in cherry.

► **Prima** - The Prima Series offers a totally modern, sleek design. Choose from several desk sizes, credenza, hutch, roll-away storage, and numerous modular units that allow you to tailor your office to your needs, and expand or rearrange as your needs change. Finish in coffee. By Tvilum-Scanbirk.

---

**Set up your Home Office**
Find Us

Oftentimes, people think we are a multi-store, international conglomerate. In fact, we are but one location. And we're very convenient and easy to find for those of you in the deep south near New Orleans.

We're located at 4513 Airline Drive in Metairie, Louisiana on the corner of Clearview Parkway and Airline Drive.

Too far for you to just drive in from where you are? Take a couple of days for a getaway to New Orleans. With the best cuisine, great temperatures, and best hospitality in the USA, you might just find what you're looking for right here. Now that's the way to live!

Store Hours

Monday – Friday 10am – 9pm
Saturday 10am – 6pm
Sunday noon – 5pm

Deliveries

We deliver to homes and businesses in the gulf south, typically within a several hundred mile radius of our store. For more information about delivering to your location and daily schedules, please contact one of our representatives.